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The wall below lists a range of activities that supports the development of numeracy skills.   

We hope you have fun with your child trying out some of these activities! 

 

Count forwards within the 

range 1-20 stopping and 

starting at different numbers. 

 

 

Sing A Number Song  
e.g. Ten Green Bottles 

 

 

 

     or  Read a Number Story 

Count backwards within the 

range 1-20 stopping and 

starting at different numbers. 

 

 

Counting Items 
Count a set of items to help in the 

house 

e.g. “Can you get me 4 forks?” 

“Can you find 7 books?” 
 

    

 Scavenger Hunt 
Make a list of items to find, for 

example…  
outdoors – 5 stones, 6 shells 

indoors – 4 pens, spoons. 
 

 

What Comes Before? 
In the range 1-10 ask what comes 

after e.g. 

 “What is the number before 8?” 

 

Action Game 
Ask your child to choose  

an action. Roll a dice.  

Repeat the action the correct 

number of times. 

What Comes After? 
In the range 1-20 ask what comes 

after e.g. 

 “What is the number after 7?” 

 

                  Dot-to-Dot Puzzle 

               Do a dot-to-dot puzzle.  

               Can your child do it         

               backwards? 

 

Beat The Clock 

Challenge your child to find 5, 6, 

7 etc. items in as short a time as 

possible.  Repeat and see if they 

can beat their previous time. 

 

 

 

Make A Number Book 
Create your own number book.  

It could be about one number 

eg 5 or numbers 1 to 10, 20 etc. 
 

     

    Dice Games 
  Play a dice game 

      e.g. Snakes  

     and Ladders.  

 

 

Ask “what number is this?”, 

pointing to numbers in the 

range 1-10. 
Possible contexts – door numbers, 

pages in a book, buses. 
Also ask for the number before or after.  

 

Sequencing  
Sequence numbers in the range 1-10 

e.g. write 4, 5, 6, 7 on separate cards, 

mix them up and then put them in 

order 

 

Number Hunt 
Find examples of numbers  

in newspapers, magazines,  

junk mail etc.  

Cut them out and make a poster. 
 

 

 

Count A Collection 

Count a collection of items 

e.g. Ask “how many teddies 

are there?” 
 

Do Some Baking! 
Ideas: count how many cupcakes, 

cookies or scones you make,  

talk about the numbers when 

measuring the ingredients,  

set the countdown timer.  

Roll 2 Dice 
Roll 2 dice and work out  

the total score.  

You can also do this  

through a game,  

such as Snakes and Ladders. 
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